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Calibri | Καλιμπρι | Калибри

**Designer:** Luc(as) de Groot  
**Type family:** 4 styles (regular, italic, bold, bold italic); 1,119 glyphs per font  
**Layout features:** smallcaps, stylistic alternates, localized forms, standard ligatures, uppercase-sensitive forms and spacing, oldstyle figures, lining figures, smallcap figures, arbitrary fractions, superscript, subscript

"THE TECHNICAL PROBLEMS AND THE COMPLEX PROCESS OF DEVELOPING CALIBRI INFLUENCE THE WAY THE DESIGN TURNED OUT, BUT OF COURSE WHAT MATTERS MOST IS HOW IT LOOKS AND HOW IT FUNCTIONS ON THE SCREEN"

**Designers Description**
Calibri is a modern sans serif family with subtle roundings on stems and corners. It features real italics, smallcaps, and multiple numeral sets. Its proportions allow high impact in tightly set lines of big and small text alike. Calibri’s many curves and the new rasterizer team up in bigger sizes to reveal a warm and soft character. This font is suitable for documents, email, web design, and magazines.